January 10, 2019

Subject: DFAR Specialty Metal Fastener Self Certification – ALLFAST FASTENING SYSTEMS

To Whom It May Concern:

ALLFAST FASTENING SYSTEMS certifies that it will purchase, during the current calendar year, 2019, an amount of domestically melted or produced specialty metals as defined by 10 USC 233b for use in the production of fasteners for sale to the DoD and other customers, that is not less than 50% of the total amount purchased to carry out production of such fasteners.

Therefore, we consider the commercial fasteners produced by ALLFAST FASTENING SYSTEMS in compliance with 10 USC 233b (h) (3).

Applicable supporting documentation will be made available to appropriate parties upon request with a (30) day notice.

Feel free to contact ALLFAST FASTENING SYSTEMS with any questions you may have.

Sincerely,

Rick Kuhns
Quality Manager
Allfast Fastening Systems
15200 Don Julian Road
City Of Industry, CA 91745
Office (626) 855-7148